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1. History

Eastpak is an American manufacturer of packs, bags, luggage and clothing, and is part of 

the VF corporation brand portfolio. Their headquarters are based in Belgium. 

First known as Eastern Canvas Products, the brand was established in 1952 and produced 

high quality bags and equipment for the US army. In 1976, Eastern Canvas starts producing 

a range of bags and packs for the college market. That same year, they changed their 

name to Eastpak. 

Their product range includes backpacks, laptop bags, shoulder bags, luggage and 

accessories but their most famous bag is the Padded Pak’R. 

In the 90s, they took their products from the universities to the cities. In their own words, 

they ‘moved towards a fully fledged urban lifestyle brand’. In the 2000’s, they started 

collaborating with designers and artists to offer their customers original and creative 

products, while keeping their high standards of quality. 

To this day, they have collaborated with various artists and designers such as Ed Banger 

Records, Kenzo Minami or Raf Simons. They also have created the Eastpak Artist Studio 

where they invite artists and designers to re-adapt and re-think their products to auction 

them for charities such as the Red Cross. 
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2. Brand Values

Values : 

Seek the stories beneath the surface Leave these better 

than we found them Create resistance against boredome and 

banality

Make a connection with our friends in the city. 

Promise : 

Bring smart solutions, freedom with a plan, and inspiration to 

all urban movers. 

Purpose : 

Enrich and enable urban life.
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3. Online Presence

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram : Eastpak posts consist mostly of pictures 

of their products, their campaigns or other inspirational pictures that 

accompany a short sentence and a hashtag aimed at engaging conversation. 

They also post videos and have a special feature on their Facebook page 

called Eastpak Artist Studio that encourages people to post creative pictures 

of themselves with their Eastpak on Instagram followed by the hashtag 

#Eastpak #ArtistStudio13. They also use these accounts to answer customers’ 

questions and enquiries.

Youtube : Eastpak’s videos on Youtube are often creative with a urban feel, 

revolving around the brand’s values and vision. They post campaign videos, 

‘making of’ videos, interviews and all sorts of creative videos in collaboration 

with artists. 

In addition to their social media presence, Eastpak has an HTML5 website 

dedicated to the campaign ‘When was the last time you did something for 

the first time?’.

Retail Presence : E-shop, flagship stores and retailers all over the world, big 

presence in Europe (HQ in Belgium), Asia and North America.
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II/ The Brief
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1. What is our problem ? 

Our target audience is in its mid-twenties to early thirties and is 

most likely to have owned our classic Padded Pak’R during their 

school years. They probably still own it, using it for short trips 

and outdoor activities. Some of them may have customised it.

As our core target audience progresses into its next “emerging” 

stage of life, it moves away from the brand and doesn’t know 

about the vast array of products Eastpak has that would make a 

difference in their world. 

Our audience is not fully aware of the entire range of products 

that Eastpak can provide and that would offer a specific solution 

for every kind of situation that they will encounter in the future. 
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2. Aims 

• Connect the heritage story to the wider, more eclectic product story.

• Reach out to the target consumer through various media channels.

• Make the brand story more interactive and sharable.

• Communicate the message : Eastpak provides urban lifestyle 
solutions more relevant than just the original Padded Pak’r. 
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3. Objectives

We want our audience to :

→ THINK that Eastpak is the brand to go to for urban solutions for any kind 

of situation and that they can rely on these products for their daily activities 

(work, travel, outdoor activities, sport...).

→ FEEL connected to Eastpak’s brand story, inspired by the stories told by 

Eastpak and drawn to the wider range of products.

→ DO engage more with the brand, share Eastpak’s content and eventually 

purchase other products than the Padded Pak’R. 
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III/ The Audience
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1. The Urban Insider

The Eastpak consumer is The Urban Insider : 

Core target audience : 19-24 (emerging)

Secondary audience :  14-18 (nascent)

                  25+ (established)

Demographics : Higher education, higher income, 80% live in a city, use 

public transport or bike to get around, he has a very active social life and is 

more likely to travel than the average consumer. 

Attitude : Passionate about the city, but also drawn to more green and calm 

spaces, he likes knowing about areas not conquered by tourists, he is unlikely 

to make a plan when he goes out, he’s open to what happens and accepts the 

pleasant surprises the city has to offer. 

Style : Eclectic, understated, mix of brands and looks, doesn’t try too hard 

to be ‘cool’. 

Behaviour : Researches before shopping, looks for stories behind the brand 

and the product, very likely to like his favourites on social media, buys many 

different types of bags multiple times over the year, he’s most likely to associate 

Eastpak with school but also with the city. 

The Urban Insider mindset appeals to 20% of the total population (UK, France, 

Germany, Spain, Italy) and they purchase bags 46% more often than the 

average consumer. 
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2. What people say

“They are incredibly popular in Europe. 

Otherwise it is a simple bookbag. Used to 

have one as a kid. Well made, simple. It used 

to be made in the USA... Not sure now. Cool 

retro look.”

“I also used one during high school and 

college. Good standard bag without a lot of 

bells and whistles and at realistic prices. Good 

value in my opinion.”

EDCForums.com

“My final thoughts on the EASTPAK Boid S...

It’s an awesome bag and it suits all my needs. It’s 

super durable and light, the compartments they’ve 

put in are actually very useful (the travel documents 

pocket being my favourite) and I really do love 

how smooth it is. I know it’s ridiculous but trust 

me it does make a difference! I would definitely 

recommend it especially to frequent fliers or even 

business people, there’s a pretty handy pocket 

which you can slip your laptop into. Overall it’s an 

A* from me.”

Yasmin, Stylemountain.com

“The Eastpak Pary Shoulder Bag / Messenger 

Bag is the ideal camera bag for me.”

Steven James Martin, blogger and travel 

photographer
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3. Insights

The Urban Insider is Eastpak’s core target audience and this campaign will be 

targeting the emerging and established segments of this audience. 

Our insights on the target audience : 

→ The Urban Insider is always on the look for new experiences in his/her city.

→ He/She likes to find unexplored spots and spaces left untouched by tourists. 

→ They want their favourite brands to have a story and to create and share 

creative content, to go beyond the simple product. 

→ They are influenced by their friends and families mostly but also by their 

social media networks. 

→ They are very tech-savvy, drawn to everything digital, and they favour apps 

and websites that can help enhance their experience of the city. 
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IV/ Our strategy 
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1. The Idea & Key Messages

#What are the great stories hidden in the city ? 
Let’s uncover them ! 

Key Messages : 

Every city has great stories to tell, Eastpak takes you on the hunt for theses stories. 

Eastpak accompanies every adventure, every life-changing event, every life story. Share 

those stories.

You are at the heart of your city, be part of its story and take us with you. 
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2. Tactics and Media Coverage

Tools : 

Internet and Social Media

Videos

App

Event

Competition
Tactics : 

Social Media

Traditional Media

Direct
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Purpose → Engage the audience and create sharable content linked with Eastpak’s promises 
and brand values. Make the brand story more interactive and sharable. Generate media 
coverage around Eastpak.

Why → The app will provide an alternative way of learning about a city, the information 
will come from the people who experience it first hand, it will allow unknown spots to be 
in the spotlight, it will gather people around their neighbourhoods, and encourage them to 
exchange experiences on a dedicated platform. 

How → We will create a collaborative and alternative city guide app focusing on 
neighbourhoods. Huge cities such as London or Paris are often famous for their tourists’ 
attractions but not for all the things that are happening on a more local scale. The app 
will be aimed at tourists who want to experience the city life as locals but also, first and 
foremost, for the people who live in these neighbourhoods and want to know what alternative 
activities are happening around them. At the beginning, the information will be gathered 
for us by ambassadors (bloggers, students, club promoters...) who will review the activities 
and post it on the app. In the long run, everyone will be able to log in and post their review 
on the app. The city pages will be created by Eastpak, starting by the biggest cities and 
then moving on to smaller cities as the content is expanding. 

Objective → Reach between 350 000 and 500 000 downloads. 

1/ Eastpak’s Neighbourhoods 
app
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Expected media coverage & outcome
The app will be promoted on all of Eastpak’s social 
media accounts and on its official website. 
We will also send a link to download the app, along 
with a press release, to influential british bloggers, 
youtubers and celebrities active on social media and 
who match the brand values. 
The goal is to have them create one review of their 
favorite spots in their favourite neighbourhood to 
encourage people to start using the app. 
Some of the influencers we will target include the 
Youtubers Jack and Finn Harries, Russell Brand, 
Cara Delevigne and Rita Ora. 
We will also send the press release to various 
media, including free press such as Time Out and 
The Evening Standard, but also travel magazines, 
blogs and websites in order to cover all the different 
channels that our target audience uses on a daily 
basis. 
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2/ Youtube web series - 
Eastpak goes Underground

Purpose → Create a new storyline for the brand in accordance 
with its values and vision. Make this storyline sharable, interactive 
and interesting. Create exclusive content that could be the 
baseline for more similar content in the future. 
Why → Our target audience wants their favourite brands to have 
a story and content to share. They also want to learn about new 
experiences that they can try and new places to explore and this 
web series would fulfill both these goals.
How → 5 episodes on 5 big cities. One guide per city who is an 
actor of his city (blogger, artist, successful business owner...). 
For Paris, it could be the team of the Hip Paris Blog, who are 
always on the hunt for alternative activities and spots in the 
French capital. For London, it could be Gary, the founder of the 
website Alternative London. The guide takes us to unknown 
places, and especially, the underground scene. 
We will start with European cities where the brand is present : 
Paris, London, Amsterdam, Copenhaguen, Barcelona.
One episode will be posted every week on Eastpak’s Youtube 
channel. The link to the app will be at the end of the video and 
pages will be created for each place visited. 
Each guide will be roaming the city with one Eastpak product 
(product placement). 
Objective → Reach between 500,000 and 800,000 views for 
each episode.
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Expected media coverage & outcome

Each episode will be shared on all 
social media accounts and on each 
presenter’s accounts as well, which 
will expand the coverage. 
For the web series, we expect coverage 
from more urban and arty magazines 
such as WAD or Dazed and Confused, 
and blogs like Londonist for example. 
We also expect our target audience 
to share the episodes and comment, 
engage with the brand more than they 
used to. 
We also expect the videos to trigger 
more interest about the app as well 
as each place visited will be reviewed. 
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3/ 4th Edition of Eastpak Artist Studio 

Purpose → Link the existing brand story to the campaign and 
create content that is relevant with the previous campaigns. 
Promote and give a new perspective to the Artist Studio as well as 
put in the spotlight the larger product range. 

Why → We found it relevant to link the existing brand story with 
the campaign. The Artist Studio has been very successful since its 
first edition and it was logical to integrate it into the campaign and 
give it a little twist this time. 

How → The whole product range will be represented in this fourth 
edition of the Artist Studio (1 backpack, 1 shoulder bag, 1 laptop 
bag, 1 wallet, 1 suitcase) but the rest will stay the same (one 
charity). The artists will be given the theme of ‘city guides and 
stories from the city’. 
The collection will be launched in London, in the flagship store on 
Carnaby Street with an event for the press and professionals and 
the collection will be promoted on social media. 

Objective → Increase sales of the wider product range and raise 
awareness around these products.
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Expected media coverage & outcome

The media targeted will be fashion magazines and 
blogs mostly, with an emphasis on how original, 
different and stylish the products are. 
Backpacks are coming back right now, especially on 
runways where they have been seen at Chanel for 
example so this edition of the Artist Studio should 
draw the attention of our target audience. 
As always, the collection will be promoted on all 
social media accounts as Eastpak as done before. 
We will re-use the existing hashtags #Eastpak and 
#ArtistStudio. 
We also expect some coverage in free press and 
on radio breakfast shows such as Nick Grimshaw’s 
Radio 1 show.
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4/ Online Competition #What are the 
great stories hidden in the city ?

Purpose → Engage the audience in sharing content, stories and 
visuals. Extend the campaign on social media and raise awareness 
around the different tactics of the campaign and the key messages. 

Why → To encourage the audience to share content even more 
and contribute to the brand story, we thought a competition was 
the best way for Eastpak to curate content and engage with its 
audience. 

How → A competition will be launched on social media with a 
limited edition of one product of their choice from the Artist Studio 
and £300 of gift vouchers at Selfridges to win.
People will have to post on our FB page a picture or Vine of one of 
their Eastpak product in an original situation or place in the city 
with the hashtag and one sentence to describe it. They will have 
to share it with their friends and the most liked will win the prize. 
The competition page will be on Facebook and will be relayed on 
Twitter, Instagram and the future Vine account. 

Objective → Reach between 1500 and 2500 participations. 
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Expected media coverage & outcome

We expect media coverage in free press such as 
Metro, Time Out or the Evening Standard, and on 
blogs as well (Londonist...).
We also expect the guides from the web series to 
relay the competition on their social media accounts. 
Eastpak will promote the competition on all social 
media accounts and on its website and app. 
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5/ Opening of a Vine Account

Purpose → Extend the presence of Eastpak on social media and make 
the brand story more interactive and sharable. Create new content that 
can be easily shared. 

Why → Eastpak has a good online presence but should extend and 
re-inforce it. We thought it would be relevant to create a Vine account 
that would allow the brand to create new and easily sharable content 
that matches the social media practices of the target audience. 

How → A Vine account will be created and launched at the same time 
as the first episode of the webserie. The videos featured on the account 
will be behind the scenes sneak peaks and all guides will be asked to 
create one video for the Vine account. Other videos can include videos 
from the Artist Studio launch event and in the long run, behind the 
scenes videos from campaign shoots. 

Objective → Reach between 300,000 and 450,000 followers
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3. Digital Property - Eastpak’s 
Neighbourhoods
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V/ Evaluation
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OFFLINE

Number of articles and columns in the press

Minutes of TV and radio coverage

Number of participants in competition

Sales of the Artist Studio creations

Number of app downloads

Number of Facebook likes and shares

Number of tweets and retweets

Use of hashtags

Number of Vine followers

Number of views, comments and likes on Youtube

Number of videos and photos posted for the competition

Number of reviews posted with the app during the campaign

ONLINE
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VI/ Timeline and Budget
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1. Timeline

Month	  1	  	  
Launch	  of	  the	  web	  

series	  and	  Vine	  account	  
Launch	  of	  the	  app	  

Month	  2	  	  
Launch	  of	  the	  Ar5st	  
Studio	  collec5on	  

Month	  3	  	  
Compe55on	  
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2. Budget

Application : £6,000

Ambassadors and Guides : £3,000

Web Series : £7,000

Launch event for Artist Studio : £3,000

Competition prizes : £1,000

Agency Fee : £20,000

Total : £40,000
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Thank you


